
SZSN Signing Contracts With Farmers To Fill Demand!

Shandong Zhouyuan Seed and Nursery Co., Ltd (SZSN)
$0.28 UP 16.6%

SZSN has already expanded their facility 45,000 sqft and installed an advanced 
processing system. Now they are signing new contracts with farmers 
to fulfill the demand. China is the second largest seed market in the world 
and growing at nearly 10% each year. 

Read the news and get on SZSN first thing Monday!



- Players can no longer mail or auction an item that they’ve just disenchanted.
- Pets of other party members will now display in the party UI.
- Holy Nova - Cooldown decreased.
- Unleashed Fury - Fixed a bug where the damage increase was lower than stated i
n the tooltip.
- Engineering Vendors now sell Blacksmith’s Hammers.
Steam is hit-or-miss: the app and all its games seem to work fine, but the way i
t interacts with the Games Explorer is erratic.
It should now increase damage by the listed amount.
I couldn’t stand the thought of having one LCD and one CRT.
The talent will now work properly with all ranks of Curse of Agony.
With our expertise in interface design and artificial intelligence, it seemed li
ke a natural fit for the project!
RIDATA has a new line of Fun EZ Drives that not only give you more USB ports tha
n you had before it was plugged in, but look interesting as well.
No new comments can be posted.
- Krueg Skullsplitter has moved from Thousand Needles to a more appropriate loca
tion at Camp Mojache in Feralas.
If you are into online space strategy games, then Space Civilizations might offe
r you just what you have been looking for!
Art Lebedev Studios is planning to release their full-size keyboard sometime lat
er this year.
He has been fighting off criminal groups trying to get to the salvage before he 
can.
Hands down, this game for the Xbox Live Arcade is an amazing achievement".
Quote: "This paper describes the mechanisms, structures, and processes of a prot
otypical macro-scale, programmable nanofactory composed of many small fabricator
s.
In life, I was as convinced of endings, as I was of beginnings.
Not all versions of Windows Vista share the same feature set.
If a passenger is declared Overt, then the driver must also be declared Overt an
d both characters must be the same faction.
If you have any suggestions to make the site better - contact me!
When your pet is ready to learn a new voice command a "?
- Players must now bind a bind-on-equip bag to put in into a purchased bank bag 
slot.
Update update grumble: What?
Highlord Demitrian is back!
- Windfury Totem - Tooltip updated to clarify that only the main-hand weapon is 
enchanted.



The URL has been updated.
There is absolutely no noticeable video delay when playing games or moving windo
ws.
- Both types of the engineer made Jumper Cables now share a cooldown.
- The maximum range of the Wrath of Ragnaros spell has been increased.
I run dual-head both at home and at the office, which I blame Klink for introduc
ing me to.
So, what they lose in Mr.
- All members of both the Horde and Alliance are reporting low stockpiles of var
ious textile resources!
home bookmarks inbox myaccount my mg Home                        Microsoft Adopt
s Steam?
- Typos fixed in the Paladin Epic Mount quests.
the electric stranger :: ELINT.
- Spirit Guides in Battlegrounds will now resurrect your last Imp, Voidwalker, S
uccubus or Felhunter.
Donations of cloth are now being accepted in the following locations: Darnassus,
 Stormwind, and Ironforge for the Alliance; Orgrimmar, Undercity, and Thunder Bl
uff for the Horde.
Note that this value does not take diminishing returns against the same player i
nto account, and is therefore "estimated".
RIDATA has a new line of Fun EZ Drives that not only give you more USB ports tha
n you had before it was plugged in, but look interesting as well.
- The "Unfinished Gordok Business" quest has been fixed to allow certain Human P
riests access to it who had difficulty previously.
Art Lebedev Studios is planning to release their full-size keyboard sometime lat
er this year.
"Catch a Fallen Star" and "Nagem’s Jobs".
Could Valve be regretting the shift from Vivendi to EA?
- Conflagrate - Range increased.
I’ll post more of my adventures as they happen.
In life, I was as convinced of endings, as I was of beginnings.
"  The name has become synonymous with the term "vaporware.
: the electric stranger :.
Wasserman needs to get himself a life.
Big Huge Games Announces New X-Box Live!
Art Lebedev Studios is planning to release their full-size keyboard sometime lat
er this year.
To continue the theme, we’ll point to an article over at Dan’s Data.
The AI is so clever that I even lost several games in a row!
While this may be true for games developed on, and specifically geared toward Vi
sta, gamers should stop and ask the question - "What about my ’old’ games?
By default, applications are run in "protected mode" which denies write access t
o system directories, such as Program Files and its subdirectories.
Search No more blah, blah, blah!
The intent is that a group will not receive party members from a meeting stone t
hat don’t really have a chance of completing the dungeon.
Virtual LANs Over The Internet!
The intent is that a group will not receive party members from a meeting stone t
hat don’t really have a chance of completing the dungeon.
Note that this value does not take diminishing returns against the same player i
nto account, and is therefore "estimated".
I did appear  presently to be in a suspended state, and yet I had been allowed t
hese contemplative thoughts.
- Krueg Skullsplitter has moved from Thousand Needles to a more appropriate loca
tion at Camp Mojache in Feralas.
Online gamers can now sound like the character they play, whether they choose to
 be a mighty giant or a grumpy dwarf.
On another note, I installed Windows Vista Ultimate.
If they are in the same group.



I don’t think I’ve bought a pair of Levi jeans in probably.
home bookmarks inbox myaccount my mg Home                        Art.
Mages - Mage Armor - Now has a new, unique icon.
This will show you the current amount of XP earned and the total amount of XP re
quired to reach the next maturity level.
We are also looking into possibly running our own BitTorrent tracker to fill the
 huge void now left by FileRush.
- Honorable kills will now generate a Soul Shard when Drain Soul and Shadowburn 
are used.
Wasserman, they might gain in me.
After all I just buy whatever jeans Costco has in stock.
- It should no longer be possible to disarm traps created by friendly players.
Also these Innkeepers will now have background lore about each of the dungeons.
In response to this news, MultiplayerGamers has removed all RSS feeds we once ca
rried for FileRush.
These items only exist within the Dire Maul zone instance, and players will lose
 these keys from their inventory if they leave the zone.
This command was originally created for Combat Upgrade testing but no longer ser
ves a purpose within the game.
Catch a Fallen Star: On Yavin IV the Rebels are fighting a desperate delaying ac
tion as they attempt to get their last elements off the planet.
The addition of Windows Media Center embedded within Windows Vista Ultimate is v
ery cool.
We are also looking into possibly running our own BitTorrent tracker to fill the
 huge void now left by FileRush.
- Everyone’s favorite Alliance quest, "Deep Ocean, Vast Sea" now gives a substan
tial coin reward in addition to the choice of item.
On another note, I installed Windows Vista Ultimate.
- Players must now bind a bind-on-equip bag to put in into a purchased bank bag 
slot.
com will of course continue under the expert abilities of Brandon Shipe, and I’l
l be refocusing my efforts into areas where I can assist with that where possibl
e.
Rogues - Riposte - Fixed a bug where the ability was not usable against a disarm
ed or unarmed target.
I did the research, played with them at Costco, and read tons of reviews.
- Vanish - Should be a lot more responsive when used to avoid incoming attacks.
- Ogre Pocket Knife, Peacemaker, and Lok’delar, Stave of the Ancient Keepers now
 sheathe properly.
Apparently they are making the legs and rear a bit wider.
It sucks too the World of Warcraft bittorrent updater you can’t set the upload s
peed and it always kills my bandwidth.
Those are unsigned device drivers.
My belief system at this point did not disappoint me.
Ability Slots will not be earned at each maturity level but the likelihood of ea
rning one will increase as a pet reaches full maturity.
It is an environment for learning the fundamentals of computer programming withi
n the context of the electronic arts and it is an electronic sketchbook for deve
loping ideas.
This is truly a sad day for many of us.
I especially enjoyed the Developer Island.
- Sea Elementals and Sea Sprays in Feralas should now be giving out the proper v
ersion of Oglethorpe’s distress beacon.
If the Creature Handler knows abilities that can be trained to the pet and the p
et has available slots then the Ability Training interface will open.
- Cutthroat’s Loincloth name changed to Cutthroat’s Pants.
Over the course of the next few weeks I’ll be adding new site features, content,
 and hopefully bring back the old MG’ers to the site in the process.
Pet growth based on XP, a new pet training interface, new pet abilities and more
!



Apparently they are making the legs and rear a bit wider.
- Players can no longer mail or auction an item that they’ve just disenchanted.
Additional themed voices are now available for free.
Catan for Xbox Live Arcade continues the tradition of great gameplay and easy ac
cessibility.
You need to explore the world around you, expand your empire, become more techno
logically advanced so that you can build faster and stronger ships that will giv
e you the edge in epic battles.
The world can be accessed by running the "starpeace free" client which is ad sup
ported.
What’s so cool about these new keyboards is that each key will have an OLED arra
y inside, allowing the user to change the actual look of every key on the keyboa
rd.
By default, applications are run in "protected mode" which denies write access t
o system directories, such as Program Files and its subdirectories.
- New art has been added for Nightslayer, Lawbringer, and Beaststalker’s item se
ts.
Those are unsigned device drivers.
- Honorable kills will now generate a Soul Shard when Drain Soul and Shadowburn 
are used.
Basically, they’re very tiny LEDs that can provide red, green, and blue color.
Mages - Mage Armor - Now has a new, unique icon.
It now properly only drops off of Geltharis for the quest, The Branch of Cenariu
s.
The game’s daring new art style features the most advanced graphics of any Sourc
e-based game released to date.
The list of changes and fixes is located here.
I don’t know that I will now, but it certainly sounds like more my style.
I don’t think I’ve bought a pair of Levi jeans in probably.
Think of it as a virtual ethernet switch connected to everyone you give permissi
on to connect.
- The Druid of the Claw quest in Teldrassil will now provide a weapon choice mor
e appropriate for low level Night Elves.
- Cutthroat’s Loincloth name changed to Cutthroat’s Pants.
If you have a powerhouse computer, and a little extra cash that you wouldn’t rat
her send to me  Vista could be right for you.
: the electric stranger :.
Of course some undesirable elements have moved in to take advantage of the situa
tion.
Enough dishonorable kills will reduce a player’s rank all the way to zero.
All totems should now be summoned at the level of the caster.
From there an ability can be selected and the "Train" button pushed to teach the
 pet the new ability.
- Meeting Stones have had their rules for what players are grouped with what oth
er players relaxed.
- Everyone’s favorite Alliance quest, "Deep Ocean, Vast Sea" now gives a substan
tial coin reward in addition to the choice of item.
These items only exist within the Dire Maul zone instance, and players will lose
 these keys from their inventory if they leave the zone.
At each maturity level your pet will grow in size as well gain Training Points a
nd possibly Ability Slots.
Hands down, this game for the Xbox Live Arcade is an amazing achievement".
It is an environment for learning the fundamentals of computer programming withi
n the context of the electronic arts and it is an electronic sketchbook for deve
loping ideas.
Brands change at their own peril, or, at their own success.
If you have something to say, say it!
- Iron Will - Fixed a bug that caused many abilities to ignore the additional re
sistance.
We are also looking into possibly running our own BitTorrent tracker to fill the



 huge void now left by FileRush.
home bookmarks inbox myaccount my mg Home                        Virtual LANs Ov
er The Internet!
Microsoft’s own web site doesn’t even go into enough detail between Basic, Premi
um, Business, Ultimate, and the mix-and-match versions between.
I’ve had some trouble running games in Windows Vista, but I’ve been able to reme
dy all of the problems.
Comments are owned by the Poster.
"  The name has become synonymous with the term "vaporware.
No new comments can be posted.
Pet growth based on XP, a new pet training interface, new pet abilities and more
!
- Felstriker effect’s name changed to Felstriker to reflect the previously patch
ed item name change.
home bookmarks inbox myaccount my mg Home                        Vista - Confuse
d?
I’m certainly impressed.
- Merideth Carlson should only hand out her free horse feed now to people who ha
ve already completed the quest for it.
Our fault is that we set the bar too high, and we tried too hard to make the gam
e to beat all games.
ExtremeTech has a new article entitled Will Vista Run Your Games: The Final Word
 that every gamer considering taking the leap into "Vista-land" should read befo
re shelling out the dough.
From there an ability can be selected and the "Train" button pushed to teach the
 pet the new ability.
The difficulty of the Mark will determine the quality of loot and chance of the 
loot to drop.
- New art has been added for Nightslayer, Lawbringer, and Beaststalker’s item se
ts.
- Wicked Leather Bracers Plan is no longer bind on acquire.
home bookmarks inbox myaccount my mg Home                        Vista - Confuse
d?
Steam is hit-or-miss: the app and all its games seem to work fine, but the way i
t interacts with the Games Explorer is erratic.
You know that "are you sure you want to install this device" screen?
Microsoft Adopts Steam?
ExtremeTech has a new article entitled Will Vista Run Your Games: The Final Word
 that every gamer considering taking the leap into "Vista-land" should read befo
re shelling out the dough.
- Dueling is now allowed within Everlook.
I did appear  presently to be in a suspended state, and yet I had been allowed t
hese contemplative thoughts.
home bookmarks inbox myaccount my mg Home                        Big Huge Games 
Announces New X-Box Live!
I run dual-head both at home and at the office, which I blame Klink for introduc
ing me to.
Steam is hit-or-miss: the app and all its games seem to work fine, but the way i
t interacts with the Games Explorer is erratic.
I’m certainly impressed.
The game features a robust AI developed in a landmark collaboration between Klau
s Teuber and Brian Reynolds, designer of Civilization II and Rise of Nations.
Brands change at their own peril, or, at their own success.
home bookmarks inbox myaccount my mg Home                        Vista - Confuse
d?
advertise about terms of service privacy faq rss
- Pets of other party members will now display in the party UI.
- The Branch of Cenarius no longer drops off of Prince Raze.
Criminals, both great and small, have started their own operations to salvage as
 much as they can, and then to sell what they get to the highest bidder.



In life, I was as convinced of endings, as I was of beginnings.
Highlord Demitrian is back!
- The end of the Paladin Epic Mount quest "Grimand’s Finest Work" now makes it c
learer that Lord Shadowbreaker’s acquisition of the Arcanite Barding is only tem
porary.
Once your pet knows a specific voice command changing it will always succeed.
- New art has been added for Nightslayer, Lawbringer, and Beaststalker’s item se
ts.
Brands change at their own peril, or, at their own success.
"Anita thinks I shouldn’t care.
Catan for Xbox Live Arcade continues the tradition of great gameplay and easy ac
cessibility.
- Honorable kills will now generate a Soul Shard when Drain Soul and Shadowburn 
are used.
home bookmarks inbox myaccount my mg Home                        Virtual LANs Ov
er The Internet!
This covers the bittorrents and direct downloads featured on the front page of f
ilerush.
The tooltip and cooldown timers should now properly reflect the actual cooldown.

General - Wands - The Shoot Wand ability is now a toggle.
"Catch a Fallen Star" and "Nagem’s Jobs".
Moving all of the old content, articles, comments, and users.
- Flametongue Totem - Tooltip updated to clarify that only the main-hand weapon 
is enchanted.
Pets tamed in the wild can now start with innate Pet Abilities.
Space Civilizations is FREE TO PLAY!
In essence I do remember waking,,, but into a warm, disembodied darkness.
Voice training works as it has previously worked.
With our expertise in interface design and artificial intelligence, it seemed li
ke a natural fit for the project!
The major issue wasn’t making the move to Drupal.
- Pets of other party members will now display in the party UI.
If they are in the same group.
Nagem’s Jobs: Nagem Dr’Lar has been hired by the Imperials as a civilian contrac
tor to salvage as much of the Death Star as possible around an area known as the
 Scorch.
Space Civilizations is FREE TO PLAY!
- Pets of other party members will now display in the party UI.
Note: the additional damage also increases rage generation significantly.
I couldn’t stand the thought of having one LCD and one CRT.
If the driver manages to go from faction declared to covert, any declared factio
nal riders will be ejected.
- Small Throrium Veins now sometimes will have Emeralds or Diamonds.
- Sea Elementals and Sea Sprays in Feralas should now be giving out the proper v
ersion of Oglethorpe’s distress beacon.
Once your pet knows a specific voice command changing it will always succeed.
- It should no longer be possible to disarm traps created by friendly players.
- Gryphon Mail Gauntlets now have a proper inventory icon.
- Both types of the engineer made Jumper Cables now share a cooldown.
Never fly in the same cockpit with someone braver than you.
However, these lava eruptions occur less frequently, do less damage, and the dam
age they inflict is now resistable.
- Fixed a bug where magic shots were missing too frequently when used on a targe
t with Blessing of Protection active.
The talent will now work properly with all ranks of Curse of Agony.
Once you have learned the new ability from a pet you will be able to train it to
 your other pets.
- All members of both the Horde and Alliance are reporting low stockpiles of var
ious textile resources!



- Players can now target other players in a raid by clicking on their name in th
e raid window.
- The Oblivion’s Touch wand properly shoots now.
Criminals, both great and small, have started their own operations to salvage as
 much as they can, and then to sell what they get to the highest bidder.
- Completing the "Mark of Quality" quest now gives Darnassus and Thunder Bluff f
action increase where appropriate.
- Your main action bar now displays the number of the bar that you are currently
 displaying.
The examine information for crafted objects and containers should update properl
y in the appropriate crafting windows.
They rejected a story on nanotechnology, but accepted one on talking shopping ca
rts?
- Improved Drain Mana - Damage caused by this talent is now improved by the Shad
ow Mastery talent.
Quests - Searing Gorge has a new quest hub for both Alliance and Horde players c
alled Thorium Point.
"  The name has become synonymous with the term "vaporware.
Considering an Upgrade to Vista?
Hands down, this game for the Xbox Live Arcade is an amazing achievement".
By default, applications are run in "protected mode" which denies write access t
o system directories, such as Program Files and its subdirectories.
RIDATA has a new line of Fun EZ Drives that not only give you more USB ports tha
n you had before it was plugged in, but look interesting as well.
What’s so cool about these new keyboards is that each key will have an OLED arra
y inside, allowing the user to change the actual look of every key on the keyboa
rd.
- Spirit Guides in Battlegrounds will now resurrect your last Imp, Voidwalker, S
uccubus or Felhunter.
FileRush, what are you thinking?
- Frost Resistance Totem - New icon.
- Additional new raid items have been added to the treasure lists for Azuregos, 
Lord Kazzak, and bosses in Molten Core.
User Interface - Innkeepers around the world now have a gossip option that lets 
you join a meeting stone directly from the innkeeper rather than going to the lo
cation of the meeting stone.
Using the Train Pet command with nothing targeted will show a list of all Pet Ab
ilities known by the Creature Handler.


